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Abstract

This paper describes a new magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) technique based upon the discrete wavelet trans-
form to reduce acquisition time and cross voxel contamination. Prototype functions called wavelets are used in wavelet encoding to
localize defined regions in localized space by dilations and translations. Wavelet encoding in MRSI is achieved by matching the slice
selective RF pulse profiles to a set of dilated and translated wavelets. Single and dual band slice selective excitation and refocusing
pulses, with profiles resembling Haar wavelets, are used in a spin–echo sequence to acquire 2D-MRSI wavelet encoding data. The
2D space region is spanned up to the desired resolution by a proportional number of dilations (increases in the localization gradi-
ents) and translations (frequency shift) of the Haar wavelets (RF pulses). Acquisition time is reduced by acquiring successive MR
signals from regions of space with variable size and different locations with no requirement for a TR waiting time between acqui-
sitions. An inverse wavelet transform is performed on the data to produce the correct spatial MR signal distribution.
� 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Proton spectroscopy is now routinely used in the clin-
ic to aid in the diagnosis and characterization of brain
lesions, metabolic disorders, and epilepsy [1–3]. As its
use has spread, interest has grown in mapping metabo-
lite concentrations to provide more spatial information
for treatment planning. In this application, we propose
a new spatial encoding scheme based on the discrete
wavelet transform to deal with two problems in magnet-
ic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) techniques:
inefficient spatial encoding while maintaining high spec-
troscopic resolution and low concentrations of metabo-
lites, which necessitate signal averaging. Both problems
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translate into long acquisition times, limiting spatial res-
olution and patient tolerance to the examination.

Several MRSI techniques have been developed to ob-
tain metabolite maps. These methods may be divided
into the following categories: the group of classical
methods that use phase encoding with gradients in sev-
eral dimensions, such as the chemical shift imaging tech-
nique (CSI) [4–6]; the group of methods that utilize
excitation profiles of the RF pulses to encode spatial
information, such as Hadamard spectroscopic imaging
(SI) [7,8]; those that use high speed imaging methods
to simultaneously collect the spectral and one spatial
dimension information, such as echo planar imaging
(EPI), line scan echo planar spectroscopic imaging
(LSEPSI), and spiral scanning [9–11]; the group based
upon the steady state free precession (SSFP) mechanism
to collect SI data during a TR time [12]; the fast spin–
echo (FSE) [13] methods, including fast imaging
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methods that concentrate on a few, typically one or two,
chemical species while not sampling the full chemical
information [14–16]; and lastly, the group of echo shift-
ing methods that use the RF pulse or readout gradient
time shift to preserve chemical shift information [17].

The first group of methods can provide metabolite
images with good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), high
spectral resolution and high spatial resolution at the cost
of a long acquisition time. This is caused by two factors:
first, the T1 of the metabolites is long (1–2 s for protons
and 4–6 s for phosphorus), requiring long TR times be-
tween encoding steps to allow for T1 relaxation. Second,
to avoid image reconstruction artifacts such as pixel
bleed, a large number of phase encoding steps is re-
quired in each spatial dimension. To utilize CSI clinical-
ly, spatial resolution is often sacrificed and TR times are
shortened with respect to T1, reducing the ability to
accurately quantify the metabolites.

The Hadamard SI method uses RF pulse modulation
in the presence of gradients to obtain spatial encoding.
One major advantage of this approach is the ability to
provide images at low spatial resolution with less cross
voxel contamination and high spectral resolution, how-
ever long TR times are still required to avoid saturation
of the signal from the metabolites.

The methods that use high speed imaging techniques
such as EPI [9], LSEPSI method [10] or spiral readout
gradients method [11] are very rapid and offer high spa-
tial resolution. However, as they use the readout gradi-
ent to collect both spatial and spectral points, they
require complicated reconstruction methods to differen-
tiate between spatial and spectral information. In addi-
tion, there is a trade-off between spatial and spectral
resolution. The point spread functions in the spatial
and spectral dimensions can lead to a spread of signal
over both dimensions [18]. Furthermore, the SNR tends
to decrease compared to the CSI method due to the use
of high receiver bandwidths [20].

Fast imaging methods that image a single chemical
species—especially in phosphorus—use fast spin–echo
sequences to obtain images of PCr in human muscle
[14,15]. Appropriate echo spacing between the 180�
RF pulses is introduced to dephase unwanted spins
while fulfilling the CPMG condition for the desired
ones. Thus, a limited number of species can be imaged
using these methods.

The echo-shifting methods were introduced to reduce
acquisition time and increase spatial resolution [17]. By
shifting in time either the readout gradient or the pulses,
both the spectral dimension and one spatial dimension
are encoded. Phase encoding is used in the remaining
spatial dimension. In this case, spectral resolution is sac-
rificed for shorter acquisition time [19,20].

To reduce acquisition time and pixel bleed in MRSI,
we propose a wavelet encoding (WE) method derived
from the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). In the early
90s, Weaver and Healy [21,22] first introduced WE and
studied its feasibility as an alternative to phase encoding
in the imaging mode to speed up acquisition time in the
classical spin–echo sequence, and to reduce motion arti-
facts. This method was later implemented by Panych
et al. [23] where excitation RF pulses with profiles
resembling prototype functions called wavelets with a fi-
nite support were used to encode the space in the phase
direction. The method did not see widespread applica-
tion due to SNR loss relative to the phase encoding tech-
nique. If, in the phase encoding scheme, all the spins in
the selected slice provide signal at each acquisition, the
number of spins contributing to the signal is lower in
the WE method since it is limited by the variable length
of the wavelet support. As a consequence, the SNR in
WE is lower than in Fourier encoding [24,25]. The de-
crease in SNR is proportional to the spatial resolution
in the encoded direction [24]. Nonetheless, wavelet
encoding has been useful in multi-slice imaging tech-
niques where it has been used to encode the slice dimen-
sion with a resulting increase in SNR [26,27].

Here, wavelet encoding is proposed for use in MRSI.
It divides the space into sub-spaces that can either be im-
aged or ignored using dilated and translated wavelets.
Thus, it provides a means to image only a selected por-
tion of the field of view and to do so in a noncontiguous
way. It also collects data when different sub-spaces are
excited without the requirement of a TR waiting time
in between, thereby speeding up data acquisition. The
WE method resembles the Hadamard technique in that
it modulates the RF pulses, to provide excitation profiles
resembling the wavelet shapes. Like the Hadamard
method, pixel bleed in the spatial dimensions is reduced
in the resulting metabolite maps. Thus, minimally, the
wavelet encoding method fills a niche in the small pixel
number regime of MRSI. As the WE technique suffers
from SNR loss compared to Fourier technique in
MRI mode [24,25], the situation should be similar in
the MRSI mode since the same encoding principle is
used in both modes. We expect that the WE technique
will result in lower SNR compared to the CSI technique
(Fourier encoding). However, the SNR loss in MRSI
mode should be less than the SNR loss in MRI mode,
due to the lower spatial resolution in MRSI mode than
in MRI mode. Furthermore, the decrease in SNR may
be compensated by signal averaging since the acquisition
time is reduced.

As this technique is new for use in MRSI, the purpose
of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility of wavelet
encoding in obtaining 2D MRSI data. The demonstra-
tion of the 2D WE-MRSI method along with a compar-
ison in term of SNR, acquisition time, and voxel
contamination to the CSI technique is performed on a
2D water phantom. In future work, the technique will
be extended to three dimensions with SNR measure-
ment, quantification, and method comparison.
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2. Theory and methods

Encoding a finite space in one dimension up to a giv-
en resolution J using DWT can be expressed as the inner
product between the spatial function f and a set of wave-
let and scaling functions [28]. The wavelet functions are
derived from a prototype function w (i.e., mother wave-
let) according to: wj;kðxÞ ¼ 2�j=2wð2�jx� kÞ. The associ-
ated scaling functions obey a similar relation:
uj;kðxÞ ¼ 2�j=2uð2�jx� kÞ. The integers j and k are the
dilation or scale parameter, and the translation parame-
ter, respectively. Note that for a given space resolution
N = 2J, the dilation (scale) parameter j belongs to the
set {1,2, . . .,J} and to each scale value j is associated
Nj = 2J�j wavelets. The spatial function is given by

f ðxÞ ¼
XJ

j¼1

XNj�1

k¼0

dðj; kÞwj;kðxÞ þ aðJ ; 0ÞuJ ;0ðxÞ; ð1Þ

where

dðj; kÞ ¼
R
x wj;kðxÞf ðxÞdx;

aðJ ; 0Þ ¼
R
x uJ ;OðxÞf ðxÞdx.

(
ð2Þ

The scaling function uJ,0 covers the entire space to be
transformed in a given direction and plays the role of an
averaging function similar to the center point of k-space.
The wavelet function w is localized to parts of space in
the same direction according to the translation and dila-
tion parameter values. To cover the space in a given
direction up to a resolution N, (N � 1) inner products
between the translated and dilated wavelets and the spa-
tial function, plus one inner product of the averaging
function are required.

The coefficients a (J, 0) and d (J, 0) are obtained with
no translation of the scaling and the wavelet functions,
respectively, at the resolution level j = J. The wavelet
translation takes place only when a portion of space is
covered. To encode a space in more than one direction
using DWT, the number of the used prototype functions
should be equal to the space dimension number to be
encoded. A 2D space wavelet encoding using the same
prototype function and the same spatial resolution in
each direction is given by:

f ðx; yÞ ¼
XJ

j¼1

XNj�1

k¼0

XNj�1

l¼0

D1ðj; k; l; x; yÞ þ D2ðj; k; l; x; yÞ

þ D3ðj; k; l; x; yÞ þ AðJ ; 0; 0; x; yÞ ð3Þ

with

Di¼1:3ðj; k; lÞ ¼ di¼1:3ðj; k; lÞuj;kðxÞwj;lðyÞ
AðJ ; 0; 0Þ ¼ aðJ ; 0; 0ÞuJ ;0ðxÞuJ ;0ðyÞ

( )
;

where di (j,k, l) and a (J, 0,0) are the 2D wavelet coeffi-
cients obtained using Eq. (2) extended to two dimen-
sions [28].
To use DWT as an encoding technique in spectro-
scopic imaging, some aspect of the MR pulse sequence
tool has to play the role of the prototype function. As
stated by Eqs. (2) and (4), the RF pulses fulfill this con-
dition, where the excitation profile of the RF pulse has
to be similar to the shape of a given prototype function.
We choose to use the Haar function here. The shape of
its scale function is a boxcar, which resembles the exci-
tation profile of a slice selective pulse, and the shape
of its wavelet function is a dual boxcar given by

wðxÞ ¼
1 if 0 6 x < 0.5;

�1 if 0.5 6 x < 1;

0 otherwise;

8><
>: ð4Þ

which corresponds to the excitation profile of a dual
band selective RF pulse. Note that the Haar wavelet
functions have a finite support in the interval [k/2j,
(k + 1)/2j]. Haar functions are used in all directions
when encoding the space in WE MRSI.

A slice selective 90� RF pulse followed by signal
acquisition, spin–echo, and PRESS are the appropriate
sequences for wavelet encoding in MRSI in one, two,
and three dimensions, respectively. We have developed
a WE spin–echo sequence to acquire 2DWE-MRSI data
(Fig. 1). Using the improved Shinar-LeRoux algorithm
[29], one single and one dual band RF pulse for the exci-
tation and the refocusing RF pulses—resembling scale
and Haar wavelet functions, respectively—are generated.
The 90� RF pulse is applied along the so-called slice
direction and the 180� RF pulse is orthogonal to it and
applied along the so-called read direction by analogy to
the imaging sequences. The translations and the dilations
of the dual band RF pulses are performed as follows: the
slice thickness and the FOV determine the gradient
strength values in the slice and the read direction, respec-
tively. Assume that the desired spatial resolution, which
sets the number of pixels N, is the same in both direc-
tions. This number sets the number of dilations (scale)
J, and consequently the number of translations steps Nj

for both directions for each scale value j. The dual band
RF pulse is dilated (scale operation) in each direction by
multiplying the corresponding gradient strength value by
the factor 2J�j, and translated by shifting its central fre-
quency Nj times for each scale value j (j < J). The fre-
quency shift is achieved by multiplying the RF pulse
frequency bandwidth by the factor (�Nj + 2k � 1)/2,
where k runs from 0 to (Nj � 1). Fig. 1 shows the 2D
WE-MRSI sequence, where the water suppression mod-
ule is inserted before the WE spin–echo sequence. Fig. 2
illustrates the 4 by 4 2D space encoding, with calculation
of the wavelet dilation and translation parameter values
based upon the sequence parameters (FOV, slice thick-
ness and resolution).

Since DWT using Haar functions is an amplitude
modulation, the sign of the output functions d and a



Fig. 1. The 2D wavelet encoded MRSI sequence and algorithm. (A) The water suppression module; (B) the spin–echo sequence used for the wavelet
encoding. The translation and dilation wavelet parameters are calculated at each encoding step to set the SE–WE sequence parameters.
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in ‘‘Eq. (4)’’ will depend on the signs of the Haar func-
tions u and w. The phase of the applied RF pulses is as
follows: if the single and dual band RF excitation pulses
are applied along a given axis (0� phase), the single band
refocusing pulse is applied 90� out of phase, whereas the
dual band is applied 90� out of phase for its positive
band and 0� phase for its negative band (Fig. 3).

2.1. Timing in wavelet encoding

Due to the finite support of the wavelet functions, the
dual band RF pulses cover only part of the space (sub-
space, see Fig. 2) for each excitation. Thus, if spins expe-
riencing the RF pulse in the corresponding sub-space are
excited, those in the rest of the space are relaxed. By
arranging the RF excitations in an optimal order, a ser-
ies of these sub-spaces can be acquired without the need
for a TR time, thus reducing acquisition time (Fig. 2). In
the 2D spin–echo WE sequence three different types of
pulse combinations can occur depending on the desired
spatial resolution:

(1) When the single or the dual band excitation RF
pulse with the scale parameter j = J is played in
the slice direction and a single or a dual band refo-
cusing pulse with j = J is played in the read direc-
tion, a TR time is required for each acquisition as
all spins in the localized 2D space are excited
(Fig. 2D). A minimum of 4 TR times are required
for any 2D space resolution. This corresponds to
the acquisition of the following wavelet coefficients
d1 (J, 0,0), d2 (J, 0,0), d3 (J, 0,0), and a (J, 0,0).

(2) When the scale j is less than J in the slice and the
read directions, only dual band RF pulses are
played. They are dilated by increasing the gradient
strength according to the following operations:
Gr ¼ Grð0Þ2

Jr�jr , Gs ¼ Gsð0Þ2
Js�js , and the 2D space

is divided to sub-spaces (Fig. 2). Only one sub-
space is covered in each acquisition. Thus, MR sig-
nals from different sub-spaces can be acquired with
no TR time in between. One way to achieve this is
to excite the sub-spaces that lay on a single diago-
nal. If j = J � 1 in both directions, the dilated dual
band RF pulses in the two directions cover half the
slice and half the FOV. The space is divided into
four sub-spaces and by translating the RF pulses,
signals from the two diagonal sub-spaces starting
from the top left are successively acquired with
no TR time in between. The anti-diagonal ones
are also acquired in the same manner (Fig. 2A).
The number of excited diagonal sub-spaces with
no TR time in between is equal to 2J�j. When
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Fig. 2. Case of a 4 by 4 wavelet encoding showing the order of data acquisition along with RF pulse combinations and the wavelet parameter values
calculation, which set the RF pulses frequency shifts and the gradient values. The speed variable Spd is set to 2 ms. The profiles of the 90� and the
180� RF pulses are colored in red and green, respectively. (A) Case where j = J � 1 in both directions. Signals from diagonal and anti-diagonal sub-
spaces are acquired without a TR time. The dilated dual band RF pulses are translated twice. (B) Case with different j values (jslice < jread). The
refocusing pulse covers the FOV. The excitation pulse covers half of the slice thickness and translated twice. (C) Case with different j values
(jread < jslice). The pulses are interchanged. (D) Case where j = J in both directions. Four RF pulse combinations are necessary to collect four signals
in 4 TR times. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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the scale value j is not equal in both directions, the
number of excited diagonal sub-spaces with no TR
time corresponds to the lowest value 2J�j of the
two directions (Fig. 2B). The required acquisition
time for an N by N image isffiffiffiffip ffiffiffiffip

ððN= NÞ � log2ð NÞ þ 1Þ � TR. ð5Þ
(3) The acquisition time above is reduced further
when a single or a dual band RF pulse covering
the whole space (j = J) is played in one direction
along with a dual band RF pulse covering a sub-
space (j < J) in the other direction, by performing
the following: if the slice direction is divided into
sub-spaces according to the value 2J�j, the dual
band excitation RF pulse is played for each sub-
space, while the refocusing pulse is played for the
whole space in the read direction without a TR
time until all the sub-spaces are excited (Fig. 2B).
Careful attention must be paid to the sign of the
acquired MR signal. When the signal from the first
excited sub-space is acquired, the remaining sub-
spaces experience only the refocusing pulse and
their magnetization is flipped along �Z thus, the
MR signal acquired from the second sub-space will
be of opposite sign, the third will recover its sign,
and so on. However, spins from sub-spaces with
magnetization along �Z axis are subject to T1
relaxation before their signal acquisition. Correc-
tion on these signals is required as function of
T1 and the time between the corresponding spins
are flipped along �Z axis and their excitation.
The same principle is used if the FOV in the read
direction is divided to sub-spaces based upon the
value 2J�j in that direction. Only the RF pulses
are interchanged, the dual band excitation RF
pulse is played in the read direction for each sub-
space and the refocusing pulse is played in the slice
direction (Fig. 2C).
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2.2. Signal to noise in wavelet encoding

If, in all the transform methods mentioned above
(Fourier, Hadamard, and wavelet) the total energy is
preserved for each frequency band (Fourier transform),
each row (Hadamard transform), and each scale (wave-
let transform), the signal detected in wavelet encoding at
each scale is decreased by the normalization factor 2�j=2.
This reduction is because wavelet encoding does not in-
clude the normalization factor in the RF pulse modula-
tion. Maximum signal is obtained with a 90� tip angle.
Therefore, before data reconstruction, each acquired
signal needs to be multiplied by the corresponding nor-
malization factor. As a consequence, the noise increases
and the SNR drops in wavelet encoding compared to
Fourier or Hadamard encoding. Compared to Fourier
encoding, the SNR loss in WE for the MRI mode is de-
scribed by Eq. (12) in [24], and Eq. (47) in [25]. Extend-
ing these equations to two dimensions, the SNR in 2D
WE MRSI drops by a factor of

ðððN 2 þ 2Þ=6Þ2Þ � ð4=N 2Þ. ð6Þ
However, as the acquisition time is dramatically re-
duced, more acquisitions are possible to compensate
for the SNR loss.
3. Materials and methods

The 2D wavelet encoded MRSI scheme has been
implemented on a 7 T 8 mm horizontal bore Brucker
magnet and encouraging results have been obtained
using a water solution phantom [30]. To further test
the method with different spatial resolutions, the se-
quence is implemented on a 3 T whole body magnet
with a SMIS console. A volume coil is used to acquire
2D WE MRSI from two circular phantoms containing
equally spaced 4 by 4 and 8 by 8 holes. Cylindrical
tubes filled with pure water are placed in 6 and 20 holes
in the 4 by 4 (Fig. 4) and 8 by 8 phantoms (Fig. 5),
respectively. 2D CSI data is acquired from the 4 by 4
phantom for comparison. Four pulses, two single band
excitation and refocusing pulses as well as two dual
band pulses, with 12 ms duration and 1.5 kHz band-
width are generated using an SLR algorithm [29]. The
WE MRSI and CSI data are acquired with the follow-
ing acquisition parameters: TR = 2 s, TE = 70 ms, two
accumulations, 5 kHz bandwidth, 512 points and
102 ms acquisition duration. A localizer image is ac-
quired first to determine the FOV and slice thickness
values, which are set to 166 and 160 mm for both phan-
toms, respectively. A speed acquisition variable (Spd) is
added to the sequence to acquire data in the normal
mode (Spd = 0) and the speed mode (Spd = 1)
(Fig. 1). In the speed mode, a waiting time of 2 ms is
used between successive acquisitions when the TR time
is not required (Fig. 2). Data from both phantoms are
acquired with and without speed acquisition. Data
from the 4 by 4 phantom are quantified and the results
compared in terms of acquisition time, SNR, and spa-
tial distribution to the CSI technique. No post-process-
ing operation is performed on the CSI data.
4. Results and discussion

The 4 by 4 WE MRSI data is acquired in 1 min 4 s
in the normal mode, which is equal to the acquisition



Fig. 4. Normalized water peak values of acquired 4 by 4 WE localized MR water spectra using the normal mode (A) and the speed mode (B) of the
SE–WE sequence on the top of the gradient echo localization image of small bottles where six are filled with water.

Fig. 5. Acquired 8 by 8 WE localized water spectra using the speed
mode of the SE–WE sequence on the top of the gradient echo
localization image of small vials where 20 are filled with water.
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time required when using the CSI method and is re-
duced to 43 s in the speed mode whereas the 8 by 8
data is acquired in 4 min 16 s in the normal mode
(CSI mode) and reduced to 2 min 2 s in the speed
mode. This results in a time reduction of 33 and
52% for the 4 by 4 and 8 by 8 data, respectively.
Fig. 4 displays the spatial distribution of the water
spectra and the normalized quantification results for
both the normal mode and the speed mode acquisition
for the 4 by 4 phantom. Fig. 5 shows the correct spa-
tial distribution of the 2D WE 8 by 8 MRSI data of
the full water tubes on the localization image in the
speed mode acquisition.

These preliminary results show that wavelet encoding
may be used in MRSI. It allows reduction of acquisition
time while preserving the spatial distribution of the sig-
nal. However, as shown in Fig. 4, a residual signal ap-
pears with negative amplitude in a few empty pixels.
In practice, the inverse wavelet transformation should
provide results with positive amplitudes in the recon-
struction process since it is amplitude modulation, as a
consequence, the negative values should be set to zero.
One reason for these errors is the inverse wavelet trans-
formation in Eq. (2), which uses the Haar scale and
wavelet functions set to 1, �1 and 1, 1, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, the areas of the bands of the RF
pulses—especially the dual band refocusing pulse—are
not equal to the area of a boxcar function. This is main-
ly due to the large transition band and the curved edges
of the RF pulse profile. Longer RF pulses are required
to better approach a boxcar shape. Another reason for
these errors is imperfection in the refocusing pulses.
One solution to this problem is to use other wavelets
with smoother decays. This reduces the errors related
to the RF profile shape problem and allows the use of
shorter RF pulses. Furthermore, the shimming must
be very good to acquire data with less cross voxel con-
tamination. The results in the lower left part of Fig. 4
are less accurate than the rest of the image. This is main-
ly due to the poor shimming at this location, which is
difficult to improve due to the shapes of the phantoms
with empty holes. In term of numbers, the mean value
for the results acquired in the normal mode and the
speed mode are 0.958 ± 0.035 and 0.956 ± 0.032,
respectively.

Compared to the CSI method, the SNR of WE
MRSI is lower by a factor of 1.95 in the normal mode,
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and 2 in the speed mode in the 4 by 4 data. The SNR
loss is consistent with Eq. (6). In terms of spatial distri-
bution, the ratio of empty pixels/full pixels is 10, 8, and
42% in the normal mode and the speed mode for the
WE MRSI method, and for the CSI method, respec-
tively. Wavelet encoding appears to preserve the spatial
distribution of the signal better than the CSI method,
especially at low resolution. The decrease in SNR can
be recovered by signal averaging while preserving the
better spatial discrimination of the wavelet encoding
method.

In theory, wavelet encoding should provide data with
higher SNR than the line scan method [24]. The size of
the slice thickness is constant at each acquisition using
the line scan method, whereas for the wavelet encoding
method the size depends on the length of the support of
the wavelet function, which varies from one level of res-
olution to another. Therefore, the excited space in the
wavelet encoding method is larger than that in the line
scan method. Furthermore, spectral resolution using
the line scan method is limited by the readout gradients.
The wavelet encoding method provides better spectral
resolution, similar to the CSI method.
5. Conclusion

A 2D magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging
technique based on the wavelet encoding method is pre-
sented. Previous results [30] and the results shown here
demonstrate that compared to the CSI method, the
wavelet encoding technique is able to reduce acquisition
time while preserving the correct spatial distribution,
with less voxel contamination. The voxel contamination
reduction is independent from the spatial resolution,
whereas the time reduction is directly proportional to
it as stated by Eq. (5). This method also collects data
with high spectral resolution using just four pulses for
space encoding, whereas the Hadamard encoding tech-
nique necessitates a different pulse for each row of the
Hadamard matrix.

Wavelet encoding appears to suffer from low SNR
compared to Fourier encoding; however, it provides re-
sults with higher SNR compared to the line scan method
[24]. To increase the SNR in wavelet encoding, less spa-
tially localized wavelets should be used to approach the
SNR of Fourier encoding method [25].

To reduce data reconstruction artifacts, which are the
main source of pixel bleed, a smoother wavelet basis less
dependent on the excitation RF profile shapes should be
tested. Shorter RF pulses could be used and data with
shorter TE values could be acquired. In future work,
the method will be extended to three dimensions using
the PRESS sequence where acquisition time and pixel
bleed will be dramatically reduced compared to the
CSI and Hadamard SI techniques.
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